
In 2014, Jay's father passed away suddenly from a heart attack. It was devastating. He read
everything he could about how to deal with the grief, get out of this rut and turn his life
around. What he learned to develop was a skill that changed his life, the skill of self-
observation, through the practice of mindfulness. He joined Tesla and in under 4 years
worked his way up to running Sales Training at a national level. At Tesla, Jay learned how to
take complex ideas, make them simple, and share them in a way that is entertaining and
engaging.  Now, Jay's mission is to leverage his skills in developing world-class training to
bring mindfulness to the workplace and support individuals or companies struggling with
stress, burnout, uncertainty, or a lack of motivation.  

CLIENTS AND EXPERIENCE

The practice of mindfulness is not new. But what Jay brings to mindfulness is a
total game-changer. Coming from corporate and fusing his magnetic teaching and
practical applications my group and I were immediately riveted to his message. I
am referring to the scientific efficacy as well as the ease and basic ability for
anyone, anywhere to benefit from it. One (of many) things I love about Jay is his
generous spirit to help others combined with the highest level of professionalism.

- Loren Greiff, Founder & President of Portfolio Rocket
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SHORT BIO SPEAKING TOPICS
Jay Abbasi is a sales trainer turned mindfulness expert. HOW TO UNLOCK RESILIENCE

How does mindfulness help you manage through stress, burnout, and adversity
in a fast-paced and everchanging work environment? I'm fascinated by science
and share how mindfulness benefits professionals at all levels.

THE ART OF MINDFUL SALES
Who would've thought that mindfulness and sales go together? My high
performance in sales and sales training was due to the understanding and
application of mindfulness.

UNLEASH THE POWER OF LINKEDIN
In under 6 months, I went from having few followers on LinkedIn to
establishing a known brand with over 10,000 followers. I can teach individuals
and companies how do this as well.
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